Redundancy of non-AUG initiators. A clever mechanism to enhance the efficiency of translation in yeast.
It was recently shown that ALA1, the only alanyl-tRNA synthetase gene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, uses two successive ACG triplets as the translation initiators for its mitochondrial form. Evidence presented here argues that the second ACG triplet not only acts as a remedial initiation site for scanning ribosomes that skip the first ACG, but also enhances the activity of the preceding initiator by providing a preferable "A" at its relative position +4. Therefore, ALA1 constructs with redundant ACG initiators exhibit stronger complementing activity and express a higher level of protein than do those with a single ACG initiator. A similar scenario is seen when a single or redundant ACG triplets are placed in the positions of the first and second AUG initiators of VAS1, which serve as the start sites of the mitochondrial and cytoplasmic forms of valyl-tRNA synthetase, respectively. Cumulatively, the results suggest that this feature of redundancy of non-AUG initiators in a single mRNA per se may represent a novel paradigm for improving the efficiency of a poor or otherwise nonproductive initiation event.